


Overview

•What is EMP?

•What damage can it do?

•What can we do to mitigate its impacts?
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What is EMP?

•A short burst of electromagnetic energy
•Characterized by:

•Type of energy
•Range of spectrum of frequencies 
present

•Pulse waveform: shape, duration, 
amplitude
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Presentation Notes
Caused by abrupt, rapid acceleration of charge particles (usually electrons)Range of spectrum – very low frequency radio to ultraviolet wavelengths



Types of EMP

•Natural
•Lightening
•Electrostatic discharge 
•Meteoric EMP
•Coronal Mass Ejection (CME)
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Types of EMP

•Man-made
•Electric motors
•Gasoline engine ignition systems
•Switching action of electrical circuitry
•Power line surges
•Nuclear EMP (including HEMP)
•Non-nuclear electromagnetic pulse 
weapons
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High powered electromagnetic bomb



High Altitude Nuclear EMP

•Nuclear device detonated in the 
atmosphere at altitudes of 20 miles to 
several hundred miles (HEMP)

•Likely fired from off the coast and/or from 
the south
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High Altitude Nuclear EMP

•EMP satellite(s) could already be orbiting
•North Korean missiles and launchers 
have been intercepted in the Panama 
Canal
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Space Weather

•Solar events (G5) – Coronal mass 
ejections (CME) – Solar flares - ~100yrs 
– 1859 Carrington Incident

•Geomagnetic Disturbances (GMD) or 
storms
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Presentation Notes
Number of CME’s varies, but averages 40 per month.  Can be up to 120 eruptions per monthMost blast into space, but 3% head toward earth.  September 1 will mark the 170th anniversary of the so-called "Carrington Event," when a massive coronal mass ejection from the sun disrupted telegraph systems and generated auroral displays into tropical latitudes. It's said that the light generated during that 1859 event was nearly as bright as daylight. The Carrington Event took place less than 4 years after solar minimum and 1 year before solar maximum.



Coronal Mass Ejections
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Aspects of Space Weather

•Blackout from HF Radiation
- Greater threat in the north
- Greater threat to satellites near the 
equator

•Long and short wavelength incidents
•Most allow for little or no warning
•Low probability / very high impact
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If the storm is pointed toward the earth, the solar gasses can reach us between 17hrs to 4 days later.Most only brighten the auroras, but stronger storms may interfere with satellite reception and radio communication.1989 G5 storm triggered a 12-hour blackout across Quebec, Canada.2003 Sweden blackout – affected air travel



Aspects of Space Weather

•Nuclear device                                           
detonated on land -
“EMP Suitcase”

•Radio frequency                                           
weapons

•EMP emitting drones
•Cyberattack is the                                               
other major threat                                                     
to the power grid.
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Risks by Perspective and Yield
Dst (nT/min) EMP sources Area affected Notable effects

Hundreds, low 
thousands

Geomagnetic storms from 
solar flares or CMEs

Continental or 
larger

Dangerous overvoltages, 
transformer burnouts, massive 
surges

High thousands, ten 
thousands

Lightning at about 1 km 
distance

Highly local Surges, blown fuses, damage to 
connected electrical equipment

Hundred thousands Lightning at about 200 m Highly local Computer crashes (possibly 
permanent damage), blown up 
power transformers, power outages 
in parts of city. Fires around 
electrical equipment.

Millions and tens of 
millions

Nuclear EMPs at high altitude, 
nuclear EMPs from close-by 
small nuclear weapons, 
lightning within a few meters

Varies Permanent damage to 
microelectronics, some erasure 
and corruption of magnetic media

Hundreds of millions and 
up

Conventional EMP weapons Very small Disabled vehicles including 
operating aircraft; numerous small 
fires, and arcing wherever there's 
metal

Source: “EMP, Debunked: The Jolt That Could Fry the Cloud”, John Barnes, Information Week, 9/15/2014



Lightning? Yes, Lightning…
If you’re not already protected against lightning 

strikes, you’re already in a lot of trouble.



So what are the actual risks?

• Lightning produces EMP’s. It does not require a direct strike.  Protection is 
an immediate necessity. Biggest and most common risk.

• Geomagnetic storms brought on by CME’s do occur, this happens, the 
damage and disruption potential has been demonstrated. Find solutions to 
mitigate the problem and increase chances of recovery and reducing 
downtime. Medium to low risk.

• Small area, easily carried/transported weapons are a significant risk.  The 
technology can be built in a garage.  It can be used to circumvent security 
systems or cause havoc on power, water, or any aspect of infrastructure. 
Medium to low risk.

• Nuclear weapons, are not a likely threat.  YES there are suspect leaders in 
the world but the only time a nuclear weapon was used in direct 
aggression was in 1945 and never have been since then. Very low risk.

If you can protect your infrastructure against a tactical or even strategic 
nuclear event, then you can survive almost anything. 

But is it worth it?
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EMP Effects
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The Answer
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• Maybe
• Last government test only tested cars 1987-

2002.  15% failed totally 
• Cars have developed far more complex and 

integrated electrical systems since 2002, the 
latest model year tested. 

• Most modern diesel vehicles are just as 
technologically advanced and electronically 
complex

• Modern motorcycles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would an EMP Attack Disable all Vehicles?No, an EMP attack would not disable all vehicles. According to a study conducted by the United States EMP Commission, only about 15% of vehicles are likely to be rendered inoperable. The effects of an EMP on hybrid and electric vehicles, however, have yet to be studied and is currently unknown.Questions about the potential damage to vehicles in the aftermath of an EMP are quite common. An exhaustive study by the EMP Commission to determine the effects of an EMP on the United States (available here) were conclusive: most vehicles would survive an EMP.



Modern Electronics
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• Radios HAM, Consumer, etc
• All wireless devices

– Phones
– WiFi

Basically every device using new submicron 
chips and with an antenna or without a metal 
case. External power cords act like an antenna.
Even if powered off!



What to do?

• Basic, easy, inexpensive solution.

Seal with Aluminum HVAC 
tape

Put your radio/electronics in cardboard box to 
insulate from metal can.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enclosures designed to protect from electromagnetic energy are collectively known as Faraday cages. Commercially made versions can run into thousands of dollars, so most radio amateurs make their own. An Off Grid Ham reader recently contacted me and proceeded to describe in great detail his plan for a very elaborate Faraday cage. It will probably work, but there is no need to go through that much trouble. As long as you follow a few guidelines, you should be ok:A complete metal enclosure that fully encases the equipment.Very important: No exposed cracks or points of entry. Aluminum HVAC tape, available at any hardware store, is perfect for sealing any holes.Also very important: The protected equipment should be fully insulated from other items and the outer metal enclosure. Again, don’t overthink it. It’s as easy as packing your gear in cardboard boxes, then placing the boxes in the metal enclosure. Plastic storage bins are good too.There is no need to ground your Faraday cage. In some situations, a ground wire can act as antenna and introduce more electromagnetic energy than would otherwise be present.A common method is to use a galvanized metal garbage can with a matching lid. Be sure to run some aluminum HVAC tape around the lid to make a good seal. Another cheap but less effective EMP shield is to place your electronics in a box, then wrap the box with a few layers of aluminum foil.I’ve seen Faraday cages made from old microwave ovens, refrigerators, file cabinets…there’s a lot of imagination on YouTube. Again, it’s important to point out that none of these ideas are tested and proven and some are demonstrably ineffective.



Off grid ham ideas
• Use old microwave

• Use old refrigerator

• Metal filing cabinets



Subject Matter Reading

• Lights Out: A 
Cyberattack, A Nation 
Unprepared, Surviving 
the Aftermath 
by: Ted Koppel

• One Second After
by: William R. Forstchen
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More Sources
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More Sources
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QUESTIONS?
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